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A Sequential MPC Approach to Reactive Planning for Bipedal Robots

Kunal S. Narkhede, Abhijeet M. Kulkarni, Dhruv A. Thanki and Ioannis Poulakakis

Abstract— This paper presents a sequential Model Predictive
Control (MPC) approach to reactive motion planning for
bipedal robots in dynamic environments. The approach relies
on a sequential polytopic decomposition of the free space, which
provides an ordered collection of mutually intersecting obstacle-
free polytopes and waypoints. These are subsequently used
to define a corresponding sequence of MPC programs that
drive the system to a goal location avoiding static and moving
obstacles. This way, the planner focuses on the free space in
the vicinity of the robot, thus alleviating the need to consider
all the obstacles simultaneously and reducing computational
time. We verify the efficacy of our approach in high-fidelity
simulations with the bipedal robot Digit, demonstrating robust
reactive planning in the presence of static and moving obstacles.

I. INTRODUCTION

Navigating amidst obstacles is a prerequisite for bring-

ing robots into human-populated spaces. Owing to their

morphological and functional traits, humanoids and bipedal

robots like Digit (cf. Fig. 1) are ideally suited for such

spaces. To bring such robots a step closer to navigating

in cluttered environments, this paper proposes a sequential

Model Predictive Control (MPC) approach, which enables

reactive trajectory planning and realization so that static and

moving obstacles in the robot’s vicinity can be avoided.

Several methods for planning and executing walking mo-

tions on bipedal robots exist in the literature [1]; many rely

on reduced-order models [2], [3] to resolve the complexity

of the full dynamics of such robots. Reducing the robot’s

dynamics to a lower-dimensional subsystem can be done—

for example—by imposing virtual constraints using feed-

back [4]; these subsystems can be used to define a library of

Dynamic Movement Primitives for sampling-based motion

planning [5], [6]. Although these methods offer formal

stability guarantees [7], [8], [9], the resulting reduced-order

models are in general hard to interpret intuitively; however,

see [10] for recent results on this matter. An alternative

approach—and the one we adopt in this paper—is to select

an intuitive reduced-order model a priori, and then use it to

plan desired trajectories for the robot. Prominent among such

models for bipedal walking is the Linear Inverted Pendulum

(LIP) [11], which has been instrumental in relating Center

of Mass (COM) desired trajectories to sequences of footstep

locations in an online [12], [13] and robust [14] fashion.

These references are but a few instances of a broader set

of gait generation methods that use the LIP as a predictive
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Fig. 1. Top: The bipedal robot Digit navigating amidst obstacles. Bottom:
Overview of the proposed framework. An RRT-guided sequential decom-
position of the workspace to obstacle-free polytopes is used to formulate
a sequence of MPC programs that drive the LIP to the goal position and
avoid collisions with static and moving obstacles. The suggested LIP-based
plan is then realized on Digit using a QP-based operational space controller.

model in the context of MPC schemes [15]. Many more

variants of such schemes can be found in the literature, with

recent results addressing the fundamental issue of stability

and recursive feasibility [16]. The flexibility afforded by

the MPC formulation allows for the inclusion of distance-

based constraints to ensure both trajectory tracking and

obstacle avoidance [17], [18]. However, constraints based on

distance are activated only when the robot comes close to an

obstacle [19]. An alternative approach relies on the notion of

a discrete-time Control Barrier Function (CBF), which has

been introduced in [20] to avoid collisions between a bipedal

walker and obstacles in its environment. Recently, discrete-

time CBFs have been used within MPC to expand the

nodes of a Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT) to plan

paths that ensure static obstacle avoidance for the LIP [21];

the suggested plans were then realized in the bipedal robot

Cassie. In both [20], [21], one CBF constraint is introduced

per static obstacle, which may result in unnecessarily large

optimization programs for highly cluttered spaces.

A LIP-based plan of COM and footstep locations specifies

the desired motion of different parts of the robot in the
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Cartesian space. Thus, it defines distinct control objectives,

which can be realized via Operational Space Control (OSC)

with different priority levels [22], [2]. Optimization-based

techniques can be used to formulate the problem as a

Quadratic Program (QP) with various control objectives

expressed as equality and inequality constraints [23]. The

resulting programs can be solved using strict or weighted

prioritization. In the former, lower priority objectives are

achieved unless higher priority ones are compromised; this

can be done by solving a hierarchy of QPs [24], [25], or

a single QP with additional pre-computations [26], [27].

Weighted prioritization, on the other hand, considers the most

critical control objectives as constraints with the remaining

ones weighted into a single performance index [12], [14].

In this paper, we propose a weighted QP formulation akin

to [28] to realize a LIP-based collision-free plan computed in

an MPC fashion. Rather than incorporating static obstacles

by using one CBF per obstacle—as is commonly done in

the relevant literature, e.g. [20], [21]—we propose an RRT-

guided sequential decomposition of the robot’s environment

in obstacle-free polytopes that connect the starting and goal

locations. These polytopes capture the free space locally, in

the vicinity of the robot,

thus alleviating the need to consider all the obstacles—

including those far from the robot—simultaneously, at each

solution step. The end result is a corresponding sequence of

MPC programs that drives the robot to the goal while keep-

ing it within the free polytopes. Because of the significant

benefits in terms of computational time, moving obstacles

can be incorporated in our formulation and the associated

MPCs can be solved multiple times within each step of Digit

to enhance robustness.

The method is implemented in high-fidelity simulations

with Digit, demonstrating robust realization of LIP-based

motion plans in the presence of static and moving obstacles.

II. A 3D LIP MODEL FOR BIPEDAL MOTION PLANNING

In its common configuration, the 3D LIP comprises a

point mass atop a massless telescopic leg (cf. Fig. 2). Let

(x, y) ∈ R
2 be the location of the mass with respect to an

inertia frame and (ẋ, ẏ) ∈ R
2 the corresponding velocity. It is

assumed that the mass is constrained to move in a horizontal

plane located at constant height H . We use ux and uy to

denote the distance of the stance foot from the COM in the

x and y directions, respectively (cf. Fig. 2).

The continuous-time evolution of the 3D LIP in the

forward direction—that is, along the x axis—is governed by

ẍ = −(g/H)ux, where g is the gravitational acceleration.

This expression can be integrated in closed form to result in
[

x(t)

ẋ(t)

]

=

[

1 1
ω
sinhωt

0 coshωt

][

x(0)

ẋ(0)

]

+

[

1− coshωt

−ω sinhωt

]

ux (1)

where x(0), ẋ(0) are initial conditions and ω =
√

g/H. The

motion along the y axis is governed by identical dynamics.

We are interested in using the 3D LIP to plan motions for

Digit. However, the robot’s ability to realize the suggested

motions is limited by its physical constraints. These include

the joint limits of the legs and the free space on the ground

available for foot placement. To incorporate these constraints,

we approximate the reachable region of the swing foot with a

rectangle as in [21] (cf. Fig. 2). The orientation of this region

relative to the vertical axis of a body-fixed frame {xc, yc, zc}
is denoted by θ. We assume that θ is updated instantaneously

at the exchange of support and that θ̇ = 0 during a step. Thus,

if θ(0) is the angle of the rectangle of the leg providing

support, the corresponding angle for the swing foot when it

becomes the support foot in the forthcoming step is

θ(t) = θ(0) + uθ (2)

where uθ is a step change assumed to satisfy lbθ ≤ uθ ≤ ubθ

for suitable lower and upper bounds lbθ and ubθ.

Next, we assume that each step has duration T and that

[kT, (k + 1)T ) is the interval spanned by the k-th step. If

xk =
[

xk ẋk yk ẏk θk
]T

and uk =
[

uxk uyk uθk
]T

denote the state and input at the beginning of the k-th step,

the state of the system at the (k + 1) step is given by

xk+1 = Axk +Buk (3)

where A = diag{Â, Â, 1} and B = diag{B̂, B̂, 1} are

block diagonal matrices with

Â =

[

1 1
ω
sinhωT

0 coshωT

]

and B̂ =

[

1− coshωT

−ω sinhωT

]

.

We will be interested in planning LIP motions in the (x, y)
plane. Thus, we associate with (3) the output equation

yk = C xk (4)

where C is the 2×5 matrix that extracts from x the position

(x, y) of the COM of the 3D-LIP; that is, Cx =
[

x y
]T

.

To avoid 3D-LIP motions that challenge the capabilities of

the robot, we incorporate constraints in the LIP step-by-step

update dynamics (3)-(4). This can be done via the following

time-dependent constraint set for the state and inputs

XUk =
{

(xk, uk) | lbk ≤ R(θk + uθk)
Tuk ≤ ubk,

and δmin ≤
√

∆x2k +∆y2k ≤ δmax

}

(5)

Fig. 2. Reachable spaces for the left (green) and right (yellow) feet, defined
with bounds relative to the frame {xc, yc, zc} attached at the COM. Left
and right rectangles are symmetric about the xc axis when uθ = 0.



the first part of which corresponds to constraints on the

reachability rectangles and their orientation, while the second

part to constraints on the COM’s travel distance. In (5), lbk =
[

lbxc

k lbyc

k lbθk
]T

(resp. ubk) includes lower (resp. upper)

bounds of the reachability constraints and R(θk + uθk) is the

corresponding 3D rotation matrix (cf. Fig. 2). In addition,

δmin and δmax are the lower and upper bounds on the travel

distance of the COM between steps, and ∆xk = xk+1 − xk
and ∆yk = yk+1 − yk. This constraint is added to avoid

infeasible motions and bound the average speed. Appendix I

provides more details on the LIP constraints.

III. LIP REACTIVE PLANNING VIA MPC

This section presents a method to reactively plan a path

that takes the LIP from an initial position to a goal position

and avoids obstacles in the workspace W .

A. RRT-Guided Decomposition of the Free Space

Consider first the static partWs of the workspace. We “in-

flate” the obstacles to account for the nontrivial dimensions

of Digit, which is assumed to be enclosed in a disc of radius

0.5m. We also assume that all the obstacles forming Ws

are convex. While this assumption does not entail significant

loss of generality1, it will allow us to compute efficiently a

sequence of free polytopes Hi, i = 0, 1, ...,M − 1, along a

pre-computed obstacle-free path, and use them to steer the

3D-LIP to the goal via a chain of MPC programs.

To do this, we begin with generating a sequence of points

in W \ Ws that connect an initial location with a final

desired one. This can be done using any sampling-based

planning algorithm; here, we use RRT∗ to find a sequence

of such points Π = {p1, ..., pK} in W \ Ws, which leads

to the goal. While generating Π, we make sure that the line

segment joining any two consecutive points in Π does not

intersect any static obstacle. With the availability of Π, we

implement Algorithm 1 to construct a chain of free polytopes

and obtain a collection of waypoints to be used in a sequence

of MPC programs that connect the initial location to the goal.

Algorithm 1 calls the following functions.

• Generate Polytopes: Given the static map Ws and a

“seed” point p in the free space W \Ws, this function

creates a polytope H ⊂ W \ Ws . This is done in a

convex optimization fashion via the algorithm in [29];

here, the algorithm is terminated so that the seed point

p is included in the interior of the returned polytope H.

• Chebyshev Center: This function takes a pair of poly-

topes Hi1 and Hi2 and returns the Chebyshev center2

w of their intersection Hi1

⋂

Hi2 , or an empty list if

they are disjoint. Determining whether two polytopes

intersect and computing the corresponding Chebyshev

center is done via a linear program [30, Section 4.3].

1Non-convex obstacles can be treated as suggested in [29] by decompos-
ing them into convex pieces.

2The Chebyshev center of two intersecting polytopes is the center of the
largest ball inscribed in their intersection [30].

• Intersecting Polytopes: This function takes two seed

points pj1 and pj2 from Π together with the cor-

responding polytopes Hi1 and Hi2 generated by

Generate Polytopes, and returns a sequence of pairs

Ḡ = {(Hℓ,wℓ) | ℓ = 1, ..., L+ 1}

where HL+1 = Hi2 . The chain {Hi1 ,H
1, ...,HL,Hi2}

is constructed as in Fig. 3 so that it includes sequentially

pair-wise intersecting polytopes, effectively connecting

Hi1 and Hi2 . The points w1 ∈ Hi1

⋂

H1 and wℓ ∈
Hℓ−1

⋂

Hℓ for ℓ = 2, ..., L + 1 are the corresponding

Chebyshev centers. When Hi1 and Hi2 intersect, L = 0
and the function returns (H1,w1) where H1 = Hi2 .

• Poly Line Intersect: This function takes a polytope H,

a point p1 ∈ H and a point p2 /∈ H and returns the

point at which the line segment connecting p1 and p2
intersects the boundary of H.

Algorithm 1 begins with calling Generate Polytopes to

Algorithm 1 PolyFsGen algorithm

1: Given: y0, Π = {p1, ..., pK}, wg, Ws

2: H0 = Generate Polytopes(Ws, y0)
3: Initialize list: i = 0, j = 0, G = {(H0, y0)}
4: p0 = y0, pK+1 = wg

5: while wg /∈ Hi OR j < K + 1 do

6: j ← j + 1
7: if pj ∈ Hi then

8: continue

9: else

10: Hnew ← Generate Polytopes(Ws, pj)
11: Ḡ = Intersecting Polytopes(Hi, pj−1,Hnew, pj)
12: G ← G ∪ Ḡ
13: i← length(G)
14: Hi ← Hnew

15: end if

16: end while

17: return G
18:

19: function Intersecting Polytopes(Hi1 , pj1 ,Hi2 , pj2 )

20: wnew = Chebyshev Center(Hi1 ,Hi2)
21: if wnew is empty then

22: ℓ = 0, p0 = pj1 , H0 = Hi1

23: while wnew is empty do

24: pℓ+1 = Poly Line Intersect(Hℓ, pℓ, pj2)
25: Hℓ+1 = Generate Polytopes(Ws, pℓ+1)
26: wℓ+1 = Chebyshev Center(Hℓ,Hℓ+1)
27: wnew = Chebyshev Center(Hℓ+1,Hi2)
28: ℓ← ℓ + 1
29: end while

30: Ḡ ← {(H1,w1), ..., (Hℓ,wℓ), (Hi2 ,wnew)}
31: else

32: Ḡ ← {(Hi2 ,wnew)}
33: end if

34: return Ḡ
35: end function



(a) (b)

Fig. 3. (a) The workings of function Intersecting Polytopes. The function
takes a pair of non-intersecting polytopes Hi1 and Hi2 generated by the
seed points pj1 and pj2 , respectively, and computes the point p1 at which
the line segment from pj1 to pj2 intersects Hi1 . This point is then used as
a new seed point to obtain a new polytope H1. Then, the point p2 at which
the segment from p1 to pj2 intersects the new polytope H1 is computed and

used as a new seed to obtain H2. The process continues until Hℓ intersects
Hi2 . (b) Given (Hi,wi+1), i = 0, ..., 4 obtained by Algorithm 1 based
on an RRT plan Π (black), a sequence of MPCs is defined that outputs a
collision-free path (red) connecting the initial y0 and goal wg locations.

create a polytope H0 in W \ Ws that contains the initial

location y0 = Cx0. The algorithm then checks if the goal

wg ∈ H0, and, if not, it runs through the points pj , j =
1, ...,K , of the plan Π to find the first point pj1 that is not

contained in H0. The pairs (H0, y0) and (Hnew, pj1) are

then passed to Intersecting Polytopes. If H0

⋂

Hnew 6= ∅,
the function returns (H1,w1) where H1 = Hnew and w1

is the Chebyshev center of the intersection H0

⋂

Hnew. If,

on the other hand, H0

⋂

Hnew = ∅, the function produces

a sequence of pairs of polytopes and Chebyshev centers

Ḡ connecting H0 and Hnew. The end result is a sequence

of pairwise intersecting polytopes {H0,H1, ...,HM−1} with

y0 ∈ H0 and waypoints {w1, ...,wM} such that

wi ∈ Hi−1

⋂

Hi for i = 1, ...,M − 1 (6)

and wM = wg ∈ HM−1.

Remark 1: Algorithm 1 is executed offline. In general, if

the initial y0 and/or goal wg locations change, Algorithm 1

must be executed anew. This is not necessary, however, when

y0, wg are in the union of an available sequence of polytopes.

For example, if {H0, ...,HM−1} is available and y0, wg

change so that y0 ∈ Hm and wg ∈ Hn for some m and n,

then the given sequence can be “rewired” to a new sequence

{Hm,Hm+1, ...,Hn} if m < n or {Hm,Hm−1, ...,Hn} if

m > n without the need to execute Algorithm 1 again.

B. Sequential Model Predictive Control

The directed decomposition of the free space by Algo-

rithm 1 is used to define a sequence of MPCs that steer the

LIP to the goal while avoiding static and dynamic obstacles.

In what follows, we assume that an ordered collection of

pairs (Hi,wi+1), i = 0, ...,M−1, satisfying (6) is available.

1) Static obstacles: Each polytope Hi, i = 0, ...,M − 1
is free from collisions with the static obstacles, and can be

represented as a finite collection of li closed half-spaces

Hi = {y ∈ R
2 | Piy ≤ bi}

where Pi is an li × 2 matrix and bi ∈ R
li . As usual, Piy ≤

bi is the shorthand notation for the system of inequalities

(ri)
T
j y ≤ (bi)j , j = 1, ..., li, where (ri)

T
j is j-th row of Pi

and (bi)j the j-th element of bi. To each Hi we can then

associate li smooth scalar-valued functions hij : R
5 → R,

hij(x) = (bi)j − (ri)
T
j Cx, j = 1, ..., li (7)

so that the intersection of the corresponding 0-superlevel sets

Cij = {x ∈ R
5 | hij(x) ≥ 0}, j = 1, ..., li (8)

contains the states of the 3D-LIP (4) that are mapped via the

output (4) onto the free polytopes Hi. Let Ci =
⋂li

j=1 Cij be

the intersection of the (unbounded) polyhedra (8).

With these definitions, collision-free evolution is achieved

by selecting the input of the 3D-LIP so that its state is

constrained to evolve in the corresponding Ci when it starts

in Ci. If for some state x0 we have hij(x0) ≥ 0 for all

j = 1, ..., li (that is, x0 ∈ Ci), evolution in Ci can be

achieved by choosing uk so that the following inequalities

are simultaneously (over j) satisfied

hij (Axk + Buk) ≥ (1− γ)hij (xk) , j = 1, ..., li (9)

where 0 < γ ≤ 1. The existence of an input value uk that

satisfies (9) implies that hij is a discrete-time exponential

CBF [20] for the 3D LIP dynamics (3). Note that for each

i = 0, ...,M − 1 and each j = 1, ..., li, the constraint (9) is

affine in uk and will be incorporated in an MPC program

defined for each i = 0, ...,M − 1 to ensure the system is

safe with respect to collisions with static obstacles.

2) Moving obstacles: Let Eν,k ⊂ W be the area covered

at time k by the ν-th moving obstacle, ν = 1, ..., nd. We con-

sider moving obstacles of elliptical shape, suitably inflated as

in [31] to account for the robot’s nontrivial dimensions. Thus,

Eν,k can be represented by the pair (pdν,k, P
d
ν (ϕν,k)), where

pdν,k is the center of the ν-th ellipse, ϕν,k its orientation, and

the matrix P d
ν (ϕν,k) captures its shape [31]; see Appendix II

for more details. Assuming that pdν,k and ϕν,k are known

at each k, collision with the ν-th obstacle is avoided by

imposing the barrier constraint

hdν,k+1(Axk+Buk) ≥ (1−γν)h
d
ν,k(xk), ν = 1, ..., nd (10)

where 0 < γν ≤ 1 and

hdν,k(xk) =
(

Cxk − pdν,k
)T
P d
ν (ϕν,k)

(

Cxk − pdν,k
)

− 1 .

3) Sequential MPC: Given the ordered collection

(Hi,wi+1), i = 0, ...,M−1, of free polytopes and waypoints

satisfying (6), we define here a corresponding sequence

MPC(i), i = 0, ...,M − 1, of MPC programs. In this

sequence, the objective of the i-th MPC is to drive the

output (4) of the 3D-LIP towards the (i+1) waypoint wi+1

while keeping it within Hi, avoiding moving obstacles, and

satisfying the relevant state and input constraints (5). Then,

composing the MPCs according to the sequence

· · · −→ MPC(i)
Cxk∈Hi+1

−−−−−−−→ MPC(i+ 1) −→ · · ·



for i = 0, ...,M − 1 results in a sequence of control values

that drives the 3D-LIP to the goal location wg = wM ∈ HM .

Switching from MPC(i) to MPC(i+1) is triggered when the

output Cxk enters the polytope Hi+1.

The objective of MPC(i) is captured by the desired state

Sxdesi+1 =
[

wT
i+1 θi+1 01×2

]T
(11)

where S is the 5 × 5 selection matrix that re-organizes the

state of the 3D-LIP so that Sx =
[

x y θ ẋ ẏ
]T

, and

wi+1 is the target waypoint. The desired orientation θi+1 is

set to be the angle of the vector that connects the position

Cxk of the 3D-LIP at step k with wi+1.

The terminal cost of MPC(i) can now be defined by

Ji,N (xN ) = ‖SxN − Sx
des
i+1‖

2
W1

(12)

where W1 is a 5×5 diagonal weighting matrix. The running

cost is constructed similarly to (12) with the modification of

including an additional term that penalizes the magnitude of

the 3D-LIP input at each step; that is,

Ji,k(xk, uk) = ‖Sxk − Sx
des
i+1‖

2
W2

+ ‖uk‖
2
W3

(13)

where W2 and W3 are 5 × 5 diagonal weighting matrices.

Note here that, by (11), minimizing (12)-(13) also penalizes

the velocity of the LIP, effectively introducing a damping

effect which is necessary since the barrier polyhedra Ci
do not bound the LIP velocity. This effect facilitates the

execution of the LIP-based plan by Digit.

To summarize, the i-th MPC is defined as:

MPC(i):

minimize
X,U

k+N−1
∑

κ=k

Ji,κ(xκ, uκ) + Ji,N (xN )

subject to xκ+1 = Axκ +Buκ

xk = xinit, (xκ, uκ) ∈ XUκ

∆hij(xκ, uκ) ≥ −γhij(xκ), j = 1, ..., li

∆hdν,κ(xκ, uκ) ≥ −γνh
d
ν,κ(xκ), ν = 1, ..., nd

where XUκ is the constraint set (5), hij and hdν,κ are the bar-

rier functions (7) and (10), and ∆hij(xκ, uκ) = hij(xκ+1)−
hij(xκ) and ∆hdν,κ(xκ, uκ) = hdν,κ+1(xκ+1) − hdν,κ(xκ).
Given xinit, the solution of MPC(i) returns the sequences

X = {xk+1, ..., xk+N} and U = {uk, ..., uk+N−1}. We then

apply the first element uk in U and proceed with solving

MPC(i) at the next step based on the new initial condition

xinit. The process is repeated until Cxk ∈ Hi+1 for some k,

where we switch to MPC(i+1) and continue until the goal.

C. Numerical Experiments and Performance Evaluation

In this section, we numerically investigate the effectiveness

of our approach in terms of its ability to generate collision-

free paths and the associated computation time. The quality

of realizing the planned path on Digit will be considered

in the following section. We consider here three sets of

randomly generated environments containing (i) rectangular

obstacles with different sizes, (ii) rectangular obstacles with

different sizes and orientations, (iii) general polytopic obsta-

cles; Fig. 4 shows typical instances. In each case, we generate

50 random environments with 30, 40, 50 and 60 obstacles

in a confined 50m × 50m space; hence, 150 environments

are considered for each obstacle population, giving a total of

600 static maps. The obstacle coverage is roughly 40% in all

maps, and the starting and goal locations are kept the same.

We employ Algorithm 1 to generate sequentially intersecting

free polytopes and waypoints that provide constraints and

objectives for the MPCs. The LIP parameters and are given

in Appendix III; Table I summarizes our results.

We note first that, given the RRT path, Algorithm 1 was

able to compute a sequence of obstacle-free polytopes in all

the environments considered. The average computation time

required for the polytopic decomposition per map is shown

in Table I, and it increases from 226ms for 30 obstacles to

343ms when the number of obstacles is doubled. Although

Algorithm 1 is typically executed offline, a new polytopic

decomposition can be performed in less than a second, even

for highly cluttered environments; recall that by Remark 1 a

new decomposition may not always be needed.

TABLE I

AVERAGE COMPUTATION TIME FOR POLYTOPE GENERATION AND MPC

No. of Obstacles 30 40 50 60

Polytope Generation (ms) 226 274 300 343

MPC horizon N = 2 (ms) 16.8 16.5 16.3 16.7

MPC horizon N = 3 (ms) 23.3 23.7 23.4 23.8

MPC horizon N = 4 (ms) 39.1 39.1 39.4 39.6

Table I also shows the average time required for solving

the MPC for N = 2, 3, 4. It can be seen that, for a

given horizon, this time does not vary significantly with the

number of static obstacles. This is because the MPC does not

consider the full environment at once; rather, it focuses on the

part of the free space in the vicinity of the robot, capturing

it in a polytope described by a small number of constraints.

In other words, the MPC does not take into account all

the obstacles simultaneously—as is the case in [20], [21]

for example, where one CBF per obstacle is included in

the MPC program—but it “consumes” the free space in a

“piecemeal” fashion, as the system progresses towards the

goal. This is beneficial, particularly in highly cluttered spaces

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Example environments and paths generated by the MPC. (a)
Polygonal obstacles. (b) Rotated rectangular obstacles.



that may contain a large number of obstacles.

Finally, as expected, the time required to solve the MPC

increases with the length N of the horizon. For N = 2,

the optimization is faster, but the MPC failed to provide a

solution in 8% of the environments considered. On the other

hand, using N = 3 and N = 4 produced a path for all cases.

Thus, in what follows, we will use N = 3 as a reasonable

trade-off between feasibility and computational time.

IV. REALIZING 3D-LIP PLANS ON DIGIT

We apply the proposed approach to planning motions for

the bipedal robot Digit (cf. Fig. 5) walking amidst static and

moving obstacles. Digit was designed and manufactured by

Agility Robotics3; it weighs 47.9kg and it is approximately

1.58m tall when standing up. It shares the bird-like leg design

of its predecessor, Cassie [32], albeit Digit’s legs terminate

at non-trivial feet capable of realizing planar contacts with

the ground. Each leg features 8 Degrees of Freedom (DOF),

two of which correspond to passive leaf springs (cf. Fig. 5).

Furthermore, Digit incorporates a pair of 4 DOF arms that

extend both the mobility and utility of the robot. Thus, the

robot has a total of 30 DOFs, 20 of which are directly

actuated, 4 are passive and 6 correspond to the position and

orientation of a body-fixed frame (cf. Fig. 5).

A. Digit Dynamics: Notation and Assumptions

Digit’s model is a tree structure of interconnected rigid

bodies representing the robot’s torso, legs and arms. Its

configuration can be described with respect to an inertia

frame by the position pb ∈ R
3 and the unit quaternion

Qb ∈ SO(3) associated with the orientation of a body-

fixed frame {xb, yb, zb} attached at Digit’s torso (cf. Fig. 5).

Each leg ι ∈ {L,R} is connected with the torso at the

hip, which is parametrized by the corresponding yaw, roll

and pitch angles (qιhy, q
ι
hr, q

ι
hp). The legs are composed by

the thigh, shin and tarsus links interconnected via compliant

four-bar linkages captured by the knee qιk, the shin-spring

qιss, the tarsus qιt, and the heel-spring qιhs angles, as shown in

Fig. 5. The legs terminate at feet, the orientation of which is

described by the corresponding roll qιtr and pitch qιtp angles;

the feet are actuated via rigid four-bar linkages parametrized

by the angles qιta and qιtb. Finally, each arm ι ∈ {L,R} is

parametrized by the yaw, roll and pitch angles (qιsy, q
ι
sr, q

ι
sp)

at the shoulder joint, and by the angle qιe of the elbow joint.

Overall, each leg/arm pair features 15 coordinates

qι∈{L,R} =
(

qιhy, q
ι
hr, q

ι
hy, q

ι
k, q

ι
ss, q

ι
t, q

ι
hs,

qιta, q
ι
tb, q

ι
tr, q

ι
tp, q

ι
sr, q

ι
sp, q

ι
sy, q

ι
e

)

∈ Qι∈{L,R}

and the configuration of the free-floating model is

q =
(

pb,Qb, q
L, qR

)

∈ R
3 × SO(3)×QL

s ×Q
R
s .

Walking is composed of alternating sequences of single

and double support phases. For our controller design, we

will focus on the single support phase and assume that the

3https://www.agilityrobotics.com/robots#digit

Fig. 5. The bipedal robot Digit and relevant coordinates. (a) Side view;
the kinematic loops actuating the tarsus and foot are highlighted with the
dotted magenta lines. (b) Back view. (c) Ground contact constraints.

deflections of the leaf springs are negligible. Under these

assumptions, the single-support dynamics of Digit are

[

D(q) J(q)T

J(q) 0

][

v̇

−λ

]

=

[

−c(q, v) + ST
τ τ

−J̇(q, v)v

]

(15)

where D(q) is the inertia matrix, c(q, v) contains the

velocity-dependent and gravitational forces, Sτ is the input

selection matrix and τ ∈ R
20 are the motor torques. Due

to space limitations, we do not provide a detailed account

of how the kinematics loops are treated; this is done in a

similar fashion as in Cassie [33]. We only mention here that

the Jacobian J(q) incorporates all the holonomic constraints

associated with the single-support phase and λ ∈ R
16 are the

corresponding constraint generalized forces. Finally, contact

limitations are satisfied by requiring the contact wrench

(λx, λy, λz, λmx, λmy , λmz) to lie in a linearized Contact

Wrench Cone (CWC) K, as in [34, Proposition 2].

B. Digit Control: Weighted Operational Space QP

An OSC formulated as a weighted QP is used to command

suitable inputs to Digit’s actuators so that the following

locomotion objectives are achieved (cf. Appendix V for more

details).

1) 3D-LIP following: The first objective is twofold; first,

realize the suggested foot placement uk obtained based on

the most recent solution of the MPC, and second, impose

the trajectory of the 3D-LIP on Digit’s COM. Consider step

(k−1) and let s = (t− tk−1)/T , t ∈ [tk−1, tk) be the phase

variable.

The MPC is solved within the k − 1 step by using

feedback from Digit to predict the state xinit of the LIP

at the beginning of the next step. Given the result uk =
[

uxk uyk uθk
]T

of the MPC, we define the desired trajectory



for the position of the swing foot as in [10], i.e.

pdessw (s) =







pxsw(tk−1) +
1
2
(1− cosπs)uxk

pysw(tk−1) +
1
2
(1− cosπs)uyk

zcl
(

1− 4(s− 0.5)2
)







where pxsw(tk−1) and pysw(tk−1) are the x and y coordinates

of the swing foot at the beginning of step (k − 1) and zcl
is a desired clearance height at the middle of the step. For

the orientation of the swing foot, the desired trajectory in

quaternion coordinates Qdes
sw (s) is defined by interpolating

between the initial4 Qsw(tk−1) = Q(0, 0, φzsw(tk−1)) and

final Qst(tk) = Q(0, 0, φzsw(tk−1) + uθk) orientations of

the foot by performing a spherical linear interpolation [35]

between the corresponding quaternions (Slerp).

Next, we define the desired trajectory for Digit’s torso

based on updated predictions of the continuous-time tra-

jectory of the LIP. At time tk−1 we predict the LIP tra-

jectory x(sT ) by setting x(0) = pxCOM(tk−1), ẋ(0) =
ṗxCOM(tk−1) and ux = pxCOM(tk−1) − pxst(tk−1) in (1).

Similarly, we predict the evolution y(sT ). Thus, the desired

trajectory for the torso’s COM is defined as pdesCOM(s) =
[

x(sT ) y(sT ) H
]T

, where H is the constant LIP height.

Note that the LIP trajectory prediction can be updated within

the current step [tk−1, tk), each time the MPC is solved;

see Appendix IV for more details. This way, more recent

information from Digit is incorporated, resulting in improved

robustness. Finally, to maintain Digit’s torso upright and

pointing towards the direction of the motion, we define the

desired orientation as Qdes
b = Q(0, 0, (φzst + φzsw)/2), where

φzst and φzsw are the yaw angles of the support and the swing

feet, respectively.

Then, if η1 ∈ R
12 denotes the error from the desired

trajectory, we can define the performance index associated

with following the LIP-based trajectory as

Ψ1 = ‖η̈1 +KDη̇1 +KPη1‖
2

where KP and KD are suitably selected gains.

2) Angular momentum: Due to its point mass, the LIP

cannot capture the effect of the angular momentum on Digit.

To mitigate this effect, we compute the angular momentum

about Digit’s COM η2 = Aang
G v, where Aang

G is the angular

part of the centroidal momentum matrix, and minimize

Ψ2 = ‖η̇2 +KGη2‖
2

where KG is a gain matrix.

3) Arms desired configuration: Given that Ψ1 does not

impose any restriction on the robot’s arms, minimizing the

angular momentum according to Ψ2 may result in undesir-

able arm movements. To avoid this and maintain a nominal

configuration for the arms, we define the following cost

Ψ3 =
∥

∥η̈3 +KD,aη̇3 +KP,a(η3 − η
des
3 )

∥

∥

2

where η3 is the configuration of the left and right arms, ηdes3

its desired value, and KP,a, KD,a are suitable gains.

4Notation: Q(φx, φy, φz) is the quaternion obtained from the corre-
sponding roll-pitch-yaw angles φx, φy , and φz .

4) Input effort: We penalize actuator effort by minimizing

Ψ4 = ‖τ‖
2 .

Introducing this term improves the performance of the con-

troller by attenuating occasional spikes in the control signal.

5) Weighted OSC-QP: As in [28], [36], the afore-

mentioned performance indices are combined in a sin-

gle cost function with weights that reflect their respec-

tive level of importance, resulting in the following QP:

OSC-QP:

minimize
v̇,τ,λ

ψ1Ψ1 + ψ2Ψ2 + ψ3Ψ3 + ψ4Ψ4

subject to (15) (Dynamics)

lbτ ≤ τ ≤ ubτ (Torque Limits)

(λx, λy , λz, λmx, λmy, λmz) ∈ K (CWC)

In the cost, higher priorities are assigned larger weights. This

QP is solved given (q, v) at every step of the control loop.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

We implemented the proposed sequential MPC and OSC-

QP controller to plan and execute obstacle-free motions in

high-fidelity simulations with Digit. We use MuJoCo [37] as

our simulation environment with simulation loop running at

2kHz. The dynamics quantities are calculated using spatial

algebra [38], and used as symbolic functions generated

with CasADi [39]. An ordered collection (Hi,wi+1), i =
1, ...,M − 1 of free polytopes and waypoints is obtained

by Algorithm 1, and the corresponding MPCs are solved

using IPOPT [40] solver shipped with CasADi [39]. The

parameters for the MPCs are given in Appendix III, and

are the same as those used in Table I. However, in the

implementation here, a solution for each MPC is obtained in

≈ 10ms, which much faster compared to the fmincon results

of Table I. This way, uk can be updated frequently in the light

of more recent information from Digit, greatly improving the

robustness of the planner and drastically reducing the error

between the LIP-suggested path and the one followed by

Digit. The parameters for the OSC-QP implementation are

given in Appendix V. The QP is solved using OSQP [41]

solver shipped with CVXPY [42], [43] at 400Hz. We limit

the frequency of MPC to 15Hz owing to the good tracking

performance of QP.

We tested our method in different scenarios; the video

accompanying this paper shows some instances. Here, we

consider a (10m× 10m) map with 10 static obstacles. The

environment contains a circular moving obstacle of radius

0.5m the motion of which is assumed to be known (cf.

Fig. 6(a)). The moving obstacle adds a constraint in the

MPC, which is taken into account when the obstacle is

less than 5m away from the robot. This slightly increases

the average time for solving the MPC to ≈ 12ms. We

observe that the error between desired COM trajectory of

LIP and the Digit remains small (cf. Fig. 6(c)); the error

increases when turning is required to avoid the moving
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Fig. 6. (a) Snapshots of Digit (blue circle) traversing an obstacle course while avoiding an obstacle moving at 0.3m/s (red circle); for clarity, the middle
tiles present the top view. (b) The average time required to solve the MPC for the scenario in (a) is ≈ 10ms with occasional spikes at ≈ 40ms occurring
at the early stages of encountering the moving obstacle. (c) Tracking error between the MPC plan and Digit’s COM; errors in the x, y and z axes are in
red, green, and blue, respectively. Black dots show the time required to solve the MPCs. (d) Digit’s COM paths under randomly applied 3D forces.

obstacle, but never exceeds 3.5cm. This implies that Digit’s

COM faithfully executes the suggested LIP-based plan.

Additionally, we tested the robustness of the method to

unexpected external forces applied at Digit’s torso. The x,

y and z components of the force were sampled uniformly

over [−50, 50] N and the force was applied for 100ms at

random time instants separated at most 2s. We conducted

30 trials, one out of which resulted in the robot failing

to complete the task; Fig. 6(d) shows the remaining 29

successful trials. Owing to the ability to solve the MPCs at

sufficiently high frequency, the robot was able to maintain

balance and complete the objective of reaching the goal

without collisions. The video [44] presents various scenarios

of Digit avoiding static and moving obstacles.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented a sequential MPC framework for

bipedal robots navigating through complex dynamic environ-

ments. The main idea is to decompose the free space as a

sequence of mutually intersecting polytopes, each capturing

locally the free space. This decomposition is then used to

define a sequence of MPC programs, within which collision

avoidance is certified via discrete-time CBFs. Finally, we

tested our sequential MPC framework in high-fidelity sim-

ulations with the bipedal robot Digit, demonstrating robust

reactive obstacle avoidance in highly cluttered environments

containing both static and moving obstacles.
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APPENDIX I

DETAILS ON LIP CONSTRAINTS

1) Reachability and heading constraints: The reachable

regions for foot placement can be represented as

[

lbxc

k

lbyc

k

]

≤

[

cos(θk + uθk) − sin(θk + uθk)

sin(θk + uθk) cos(θk + uθk)

]T[

uxk
uyk

]

≤

[

ubxc

k

ubyc

k

]

where lb and ub denote the lower and upper bounds of the

distance that can be reached along the forward xc and lateral

yc directions. The bounds depend on k because the robot

switches its stance leg at each step; see Fig. 2(a). We will

limit the orientation update uθk according to

lbθ ≤ uθk ≤ ub
θ

where lbθ and ubθ are suitable lower and upper bounds.

2) COM travel constraints: To avoid infeasible motions

and bound the average speed of the COM between steps, we

bound on the COM’s travel during the step as follows,

δmin ≤
√

∆x2k +∆y2k ≤ δmax

where ∆xk = xk+1 − xk and ∆yk = yk+1 − yk.

APPENDIX II

DETAILS ON MOVING OBSTACLES

The shape matrix of ν-th moving obstacle is given by

P d
ν (ϕν,k) = Rd(ϕν,k)

T

[

1/α2
ν 0

0 1/β2
ν

]

Rd(ϕν,k)

where αν and βν are the corresponding semi-axes suitably

inflated as in [31] to account for the robot’s nontrivial

dimensions and Rd(ϕν,k) is the 2D rotation matrix

Rd(ϕν,k) =

[

cos(ϕν,k) − sin(ϕν,k)

sin(ϕν,k) cos(ϕν,k)

]

.

APPENDIX III

DETAILS ON NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

The MPCs are solved using MATLAB’s fmincon with all

simulations performed on an intel i7 PC with 16 GB RAM.

Note that we have not considered dynamic obstacles in the

numerical simulations detailed in Section III-C.

1) LIP parameters: The LIP parameters are selected to

(approximately) match the geometry of Digit as follows. The

step duration is T = 0.3s and the height is H = 0.91m.

2) Reachability constraints: The reachability constraints

in (5) are specified by lbxc

k = −0.2m and ubxc

k = 0.5m for

both the left and right support, lbyc

k = −0.5m and ubyc

k =
−0.2m for the left and lbyc

k = 0.2m and ubyc

k = 0.5m for

the right support. We select lbθ = −15◦ and ubθ = 15◦ and

δmin = 0m and δmax = 0.2m.

https://youtu.be/1fZEioUqQJ8


3) Weighting matrices: The weighting matrices in (12)

and (13) are

W1 = diag{5, 5, 2, 10, 10}

W2 = diag{0.5, 0.5, 2, 10, 10}

W3 = diag{30, 30, 30, 30, 30} .

4) CBF parameters: The CBF parameters in (9) and (10)

are γ = 0.1 and γν = 0.2 respectively.

APPENDIX IV

DETAILS ON THE MPC IMPLEMENTATION ON DIGIT

With reference to Fig. 7, let [tk−1, tk) be the time interval

over which step (k−1) of Digit takes place, and suppose that

ξ ∈ [tk−1, tk) is the instant at which we begin solving the

MPC; let δt > 0 be the time required to compute a solution

(see Fig. 7). The initial condition xinit required by the MPC

is predicted as follows. At ξ, feedback from Digit’s state

is used to provide initial conditions for the continuous-time

dynamics of the 3D-LIP. For example, in (1) we set5 x(0) =
pxCOM(ξ), ẋ(0) = ṗxCOM(ξ) and ux = pxCOM(ξ) − pxst(ξ),
and we compute x(t) and ẋ(t) at t = kT − ξ, which is

the time left until the LIP-predicted end of the current step.

Similarly for the dynamics along the y axis. Finally, θ(0)
is set equal to the yaw angle φzst of the foot in contact

with the ground during step (k − 1); since θ̇ = 0, we

have θ(t) = φzst at t = kT − ξ. With this information,

we define xinit =
[

x(t) ẋ(t) y(t) ẏ(t) θ(t)
]T

t=kT−ξ

and the corresponding MPC is solved and the solution is

available after time δt.

5Notation: the subscripts �COM �sw and �st denote quantities corre-
sponding to Digit’s COM, and swing and stance foot, respectively.

Fig. 7. MPC implementation on Digit. The MPC is solved at time ξ
during step (k− 1)th step. Its solution uk becomes available at ξ+ δt and
is used to update the swing foot configuration at touchdown. Red dots on the
continuous time t axis are the times when the LIP state, xinit is extracted
from the Digit to predict xk as required by the MPC. This prediction is
based on the solution (1)-(2) of the continuous dynamics of the LIP.

APPENDIX V

DETAILS ON THE OSC-QP CONTROLLER

A quaternion, Q = {Qs,Qv}, is composed of a scalar

Qs ∈ R and a vector Qv ∈ R
3. The error E : R4×R

4 → R
3

between the desired Qdes = {Qdes
s ,Qdes

v } and actual Q =
{Qs,Qv} orientation in quaternion coordinates is defined as

E(Qdes,Q) = Qdes
s Qv − QsQ

des
v + Qdes

v × Qv .

With this definition we can now define the error η1 between

the desired and actual trajectories used to compute the cost

function Ψ1 as follows

η1(s) =











E(Qdes
b (s),Qb(s))

pdesCOM(s)− pCOM(s)

E(Qdes
sw (s),Qsw(s))

pdessw (s)− psw(s)











12×1

.

The parameters associated with the OSC-QP controller

are given below. The gains used to compute Ψ1 are

KP = diag{25, 25, 6.25, 25, 25,

100, 2500, 2500, 25, 625, 625, 225}

and

KD = 2
√

KP .

The gain matrix associated with Ψ2 is

KG = diag{1, 1, 1} .

In Ψ3, the desired configuration for the left and right arms

is

ηdes =
[

−0.1 0.9 0 0.4 0.1 −0.9 0 −0.4
]T
rad

and the corresponding gains are KP,a = 100I8×8 and

KD,a = 10I8×8, where I denotes the identity matrix. Finally,

the weights in the OSC-QP are ψ1 = 100, ψ2 = 3, ψ3 = 0.3
and ψ4 = 0.1.
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